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Abstract 10 

Smart materials provide a means with which we can create engineered mechanisms that 11 

artificially mimic the adaptability, flexibility and responsiveness found in biological systems. 12 
Previous studies have developed material-based actuators that could produce targeted shape 13 

changes.  Here we extend this capability by introducing a novel computational and experimental 14 
method for design and synthesis of a material-based mechanism capable of achieving complex 15 
pre-programmed motion. By combining active and passive materials, the algorithm can encode 16 

the desired movement into the material distribution of the mechanism. We use multimaterial, 17 
multiphysics topology optimization to design a set of kinematic elements that exhibit basic 18 

bending and torsional deflection modes. We then use a genetic algorithm to optimally arrange 19 

these elements into a sequence that produces the desired motion. We also use experimental 20 

measurements to accurately characterize the angular deflection of the 3D printed kinematic 21 
elements in response to thermomechanical loading.  We demonstrate this new capability by de 22 

novo design of a 3D printed self-tying knot. This method advances a new paradigm in 23 
mechanism design that could enable a new generation of material-driven machines that are 24 
lightweight, adaptable, robust to damage, and easily manufacturable by 3D printing. 25 

Introduction 26 

Robotic mechanisms are among the most challenging systems to engineer due to their highly 27 

complex, multidisciplinary, and dynamic nature.  However, biological organisms have mastered 28 
this task using a variety of approaches.  This is one of many domains in which nature serves as a 29 
source of inspiration and a benchmark against which we measure our progress.  Historically, 30 
engineered robots have contained rigid links connected via complex actuators such as electric 31 

motors [1].  This combination of rigidity and component complexity makes these systems 32 
susceptible to failure, and also makes them less maneuverable, particularly in tight spaces.  By 33 
contrast, analogous mechanisms found in nature, such as an elephant trunk or an octopus 34 

tentacle, exhibit fluid motion and can be contorted to attain a much wider variety of possible 35 
configurations (See Fig. 1).  Furthermore, whereas traditional robotics prioritizes the position 36 
and orientation of the hand or end-effector [2], there are many scenarios in which the full path of 37 
the arm may be critical.  An example of such a scenario is shown in Fig. 1c, which features an 38 
octopus using its contorting ability to escape a jar [3]. 39 
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By replacing traditional rigid links 40 
and actuators with smart materials, 41 

we can ultimately create 42 
mechanisms whose robustness and 43 
maneuverability more closely 44 
resemble that of natural organisms.  45 
Smart materials exhibit shape 46 

changes in response to changes in 47 
their environment, such as 48 
temperature change.  By exploiting 49 
this capability, our study seeks to 50 
advance a new paradigm in 51 

mechanism design.  The resulting 52 

mechanisms will have no 53 
electromechanical components and 54 

no central processing station.  55 

Therefore, they can be rapidly and 56 
cheaply manufactured via 3D 57 
printing.  This form of 3D printing 58 

in which the fabricated object is 59 
designed to change shape over time is sometimes referred to as 4D printing [4].  Additionally, 60 

because the motion is no longer restricted to a small number of discrete actuators, 4D printed 61 
mechanisms can have a high concentration of degrees of freedom, similar to elephant trunks, 62 
which can have 40,000 muscles with no bones or joints, thus enabling highly complex motion 63 

[5]. This allows for increased maneuverability and much more complex motion.  64 

Recently the concept of physical artificial intelligence has been introduced as counterpart to 65 

digital artificial intelligence [6].  Physical AI systems rely heavily on the use of smart composite 66 
materials to create next-generation robots that are akin to biological organisms.  While 67 
researchers have made great strides in digital AI for robotics over the past few decades, advances 68 

in the development of robots’ bodies, materials and morphology have not kept pace [6].  69 
However, recent advances in 4D printing and computational design suggest that this emerging 70 

research area will have a significant role to play in filling this void. 71 

Several early studies on 4D printing combined multiple smart materials, typically shape-memory 72 
polymers, to create hinge mechanisms that provided in-plane bending actuation.  Ge et al. 73 
employed this strategy to create 4D printed active origami composites [7].  They were able to 74 
combine multiple hinge components to create mechanisms such as a self-assembling box and a 75 

mock paper airplane, both of which emerged from the 3D printer as a flat sheet before actively 76 

morphing into their respective 3D shapes.  Raviv et al. used a similar approach in which they 77 

systematically assembled 4D printed actuators, which they referred to as primitives, to create 78 
long chains that could change shape and spell out pre-programmed acronyms [8].  Here, the 79 
researchers used an algorithm to determine the sequence of primitives necessary to obtain the 80 
desired end shape.  More recently, Gu et al. used design optimization to create a soft prosthetic 81 
hand containing fibre-reinforced elastomeric composites [9].  Unlike the 4D printed examples 82 

cited above, motion at the hand’s joints was achieved via pneumatic actuation.  By replacing the 83 
electric motors found in conventional prosthetics, the prosthetic hand achieved significant cost 84 
and weight savings.  Each of these examples demonstrates the power of material-driven 85 

Figure 1: (a) The Canadarm robotic arm positioning an 

astronaut in space (photo courtesy of NASA); (b) An elephant 

contorting its trunk [5]; (c) An octopus using its tentacles to 

unscrew and escape from a jar [3]. 
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actuation, but they maintain key features of traditional robotic mechanisms, namely the use of 86 
rigid struts separated by a small number of deformable joints.  Consequently the number of 87 

achievable configurations for each designed mechanism remains limited.  A more recent study 88 
by Gladman et al. took a biomimetic approach to create 4D printed plant-inspired designs that 89 
morph into target shapes encoded into their material architectures using composite hydrogels 90 
with controlled anisotropic swelling [10]. 91 

Topology optimization provides a computational framework for design of smart mechanisms 92 

with complex programmable motion.  This technique was originally developed in the late 80’s as 93 
a means of generating maximally stiff load-bearing structures [11] .  Since its introduction, the 94 
method has been adapted to create a wide range of mechanical systems including compliant 95 
mechanisms [12], aeroelastic structures [13], cellular materials [14], and active composites [15].  96 
Topology optimized smart composites contain a combination of active and passive materials 97 

distributed freely throughout the volume of the mechanism [16], such that there is no distinction 98 
between joints and structural members.  Hence the entire body of the mechanism acts as an 99 

actuator, thereby allowing for complex free-form motion, similar to that which we see in nature.  100 
Several studies have proposed the use of topology optimization to automate the process of 101 

distributing active and passive material phases at the scale of the voxel, with 3D printing being 102 
used to fabricate the highly intricate designs that result [15] [17] [18].  In this way, the 103 
movement of the mechanism is programmed into the material distribution.  However, the 104 

computationally intense nature of the topology optimization method has limited the complexity 105 
and programmability of the active mechanisms designed in these earlier studies.  In each of the 106 

previously published examples, the motion of the mechanism was characterized by small shape 107 
changes [17], or rotation about a single axis (i.e. pure bending [17] [16] or pure torsion [15] 108 
[16]). 109 

Here we introduce a novel method that incorporates topology optimization into a broader 110 

hierarchical framework in which the algorithm selects the material layout at two scales:  at the 111 
smaller scale the material is selected voxel by voxel, while at the larger scale, the algorithm 112 
selects the arrangement of a series of optimized kinematic units.  This approach allows us to 113 

generate large, complex motion while keeping the computational cost tractable.  We extend the 114 
capability achieved in earlier studies by enabling complex motion characterized by large 115 

nonlinear deflections that include rotations about multiple reference axes.  Thus, our designs 116 

combine the robustness and manufacturability of earlier 3D printed material-driven mechanisms 117 
with the programmability of conventional robotic mechanisms.   Additionally, with the entire 118 
body of the mechanism providing sensing, actuation, and structural rigidity, this design method 119 
represents an important step toward creating engineered mechanisms that can compete with 120 
natural organisms in terms of adaptability and free-form morphability. 121 

Methods 122 

The proposed design method proceeds in three stages: 1) topology optimization of basic 123 

kinematic elements, 2) experimental characterization, and 3) computational assembly of the 124 
mechanism (see Fig. 2).  In the first stage, we use multimaterial topology optimization [19] to 125 
design a series of kinematic elements that produce fundamental displacement outputs such as 126 
bending and twisting.  The overall mechanism is an assembly of unitary elements that comprise 127 
three distinct classes: bending elements, torsional (i.e. twisting) elements, and neutral elements, 128 
whose shape remains fixed during the activation of the mechanism.  Together, these elements 129 
enable rotational displacement about all three coordinate axes in both the positive and negative 130 
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directions.  Prior to actuation, each element is in the shape of a rectangular prism, and the 131 
optimization algorithm is used to distribute two smart materials throughout this prescribed 132 

volume in order to maximize the element’s angular displacement.  By dividing the design task 133 
into two stages (i.e. topology optimization and mechanism assembly), we significantly reduce 134 
the computational cost of the problem.  Performing time-dependent three-dimensional finite 135 
element analysis (FEA) and optimization of the full mechanism in a single step would be highly 136 
computationally expensive. Our approach reduces the number of degrees of freedom in the FEA 137 

model by more than an order of magnitude. 138 

 139 

Figure 2: The hierarchical design framework (a) Structural topology optimization of kinematic elements; 140 
(b) The thermomechanical programming cycle used to trigger the shape-memory effect in the polymeric 141 
design materials.  The specimen is initially heated to a hot temperature Th, which is above the glass 142 
transition temperatures of both design materials (Tg1 and Tg2).  It is then stretched and cooled to a 143 
temperature Tc, which is below both glass transition temperatures.  It then undergoes a relaxation period 144 
during which the stretching force is removed.  Lastly, it is reheated to a temperature between Tg1 and Tg2 145 
to trigger the desired motion.  Note that the blue and yellow images represent the topology optimized 146 
bending beam, with the dashed blue outline indicating the original shape and size prior to 147 
thermomechanical loading.  The displacement is then measured via digital image correlation; (c) In the 148 
final stage of the process, we perform a second optimization procedure to obtain the required sequence of 149 
elements before fabricating the full mechanism. 150 

The mechanism is composed of two shape-memory polymer materials. Although both materials 151 
contain shape-memory properties, one of the design materials is chosen to have a higher 152 

transition temperature so that when the mechanism is heated to activate the shape-memory effect, 153 
this higher temperature material remains unactivated.  The resulting difference in the 154 
displacement response within the activated and unactivated material regions is harnessed to 155 
produce intricate three-dimensional motion. Therefore, in this context, we refer to the material 156 
with the lower transition temperature as the active material, and we refer to material with the 157 
higher transition temperature as the passive material.  Within the optimization algorithm, we use 158 
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finite element analysis to simulate and predict the transient displacement response of each 159 
kinematic element.  This information is then passed to an optimization algorithm to update the 160 

material distribution within the mechanism. This process is carried out iteratively until it 161 
converges to an optimal design.  In this way, the algorithm systematically determines which 162 
material (active or passive) should be used to populate each voxel within the overall volume.  163 
The output of the algorithm is a voxel-by-voxel description of the desired material distribution.  164 
A detailed description of the topology optimization procedure is provided later in this section. 165 

In the second stage of the process, we experimentally measure the displacement response of each 166 
kinematic element.  For this task, we 3D print a representative prototype of each element class 167 
and measure the angular displacement of the element in response to the designed 168 
thermomechanical cycle.  Although the optimization algorithm uses numerical simulation, which 169 
offers an approximate prediction of the displacement response, this simulation can be subject to 170 

modeling errors.  By performing this measurement step, we can accurately characterize the 171 
anticipated displacement response of each kinematic element. In this way, we effectively negate 172 

any errors associated with the computational model, since only the experimental measurements 173 
are passed to the final stage of the process, where a second algorithm assembles the elements 174 

into a specific sequence. 175 

To trigger the displacement response, each element 176 
must undergo a three-step thermomechanical 177 

programming cycle. In the final step of the cycle, we 178 
heat the element to an elevated temperature to 179 

activate its shape-memory effect and produce a self-180 
morphing motion.  The resulting displacement is then 181 
measured using a digital image correlation procedure.  182 

For this measurement, we imported the image file 183 

into the MATLAB software environment. From here, 184 
we manually selected key locations on the image, and 185 
we used a MATLAB script to extract the xy-186 

coordinates of these points and compute the relevant 187 
displacement angles.  Note that although we use a 188 

liquid bath for heating and activating the mechanism, 189 

this approach may not be practical for certain 190 
applications.  The general methodology presented 191 
here is also compatible with other forms of heating, 192 
such as joule heating, which has been successfully 193 
applied to 3D printed polymers that have undergone a 194 

carbonization process to increase their electrical 195 

conductivity [20].  196 

In the final stage of the design process, we use a 197 
genetic algorithm to determine the sequence of kinematic elements required to achieve the target 198 
displacement.  In this study, we have chosen to design a self-tying knot as a demonstration 199 
example.  This problem is particularly challenging because the knot path combines bending and 200 
torsion about multiple reference axes.  The knot also exhibits large geometrically nonlinear 201 
displacements, which require a fully three-dimensional kinematic model, similar to that which is 202 
used in robotics problems [21].  We must also implement design constraints to prevent the 203 

Figure 3: The designed self-tying knot (red) 

superposed onto the ideal knot (green).  To 

find the optimal sequence of kinematic 

elements, we select two anchor points 

distributed along the length of the knot. 

Each point has an analogous point on the 

ideal knot located at a prescribed arc length 

from the root of the knot.  The algorithm 

searches for the element sequence that 

causes the postion and orientation of the 

designed knot to be as close as possible to 

the position and orientation of the ideal knot 

at the designated anchor points. 
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various sections of the knot from colliding with one another during the motion.  The genetic 204 
algorithm starts out by generating random sequences of kinematic elements and calculating the 205 

displacement trajectory of each sequence using a forward kinematics model.  Each sequence 206 
serves as a candidate design for the self-tying knot mechanism.  The calculated final shape of the 207 
sequence is then compared with the shape of the ideal knot, to quantify the fitness of each design 208 
(See Fig. 3).  After successive iterations, the algorithm converges to produce a sequence whose 209 
end shape is as close as possible to that of the ideal knot.  Below we provide a detailed 210 

description of the computational and experimental procedures implemented during this study. 211 

Topology Optimization 212 

To obtain the optimal material distribution within the kinematic elements, we perform a 213 
multimaterial topology optimization.  Within the optimization algorithm, the thermomechanical 214 
response of the material is simulated using the finite element method (FEA).  The FEA model for 215 

the 3D torsional unit contains a mesh of 625 8-node hexahedral elements. The FEA model for 216 
the bending element used a 2D mesh containing 2880 4-node quadrilateral elements.  The 217 

optimal design was then extruded to achieve a cross-section with an aspect ratio of 1.  Both 218 
models assume geometrically linear, small deformations. The material model is based on the 219 

small-strain shape-memory polymer constitutive model proposed by Baghani et al. [22].  To 220 
solve the numerical optimization problem, we use the gradient-based method of moving 221 
asymptotes (MMA) [23].  The design sensitivities required by the MMA algorithm are computed 222 

analytically using a transient adjoint formulation.  Further details of the FEA model and the 223 
sensitivity analysis procedure can be found in [16]. 224 

There are two classes of kinematic elements that must be designed via topology optimization: the 225 
bending element and the twisting element.  Once we have the material distribution for each class 226 
of element, we can simply rotate or flip the design to obtain angular actuations for all three 227 

rotational degrees of freedom, as shown in Figure 4. Note that during the final synthesis phase of 228 

the design framework, the algorithm will select from among six actuators at each point along the 229 
chain.  However, all four bending actuators will have the same material distribution, and both 230 
twisting actuators will have the same material distribution.  In addition to these six options, the 231 

optimizer may also insert a neutral element, whose shape remains unchanged during the 232 
activation process.  This element can be used as an extender to shift the mechanism's kinematics 233 
along a given axis, and it is included in Figure 4(a) to illustrate the initial shape of all actuators 234 

prior to actuation. The topology optimization procedure is used to obtain a precise distribution of 235 
the active and passive materials that will produce the desired rotational motion at the end of the 236 
thermomechanical programming cycle.  For this task, the authors have developed a novel 237 
material representation scheme, which is an extension of the SIMP method, which is commonly 238 
used for elasticity problems [24].  In our case, we must continuously interpolate the elastic 239 

modulus, 𝐸, but also the viscosity coefficients, 𝜂𝑟 and 𝜂𝑔 (one for the glassy and rubbery phases 240 

of each design material), and the thermal expansion coefficients, 𝛼.  Hence, within each element, 241 

the effective value of a given material property, Ψ, is computed as an interpolation between the 242 

actual properties of the two active and passive design materials, Ψ1 and Ψ2 respectively.  The 243 

interpolation formula is given in Eqn. (1). 244 

Ψeff = Ψ1 + 𝜌𝑝(Ψ2 − Ψ1). (1) 

Here, 𝜌 is the design variable assigned to the element in the FEA model.  When 𝜌 = 0, the 245 

element will have the properties of material 1 (i.e. Ψeff   = Ψ1), and when 𝜌 = 1, the element 246 
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will have the properties of material 2. The parameter 𝑝 is a constant that is used to penalize 247 

hybrid material states.  When 𝑝 = 3, this pushes the optimization search toward binary designs.  248 
Under our interpolated scheme, penalization is applied only when interpolating the elastic 249 

moduli, 𝐸.  When interpolating all other material properties, the penalization is turned off by 250 

setting 𝑝 = 1.  Note that the use of Eqn. (1) for material interpolation is an extension of the 251 
commonly used two-phase SIMP interpolation scheme [24]. 252 

 

 

 

 (a) Neutral element  

   
(b) Rotation about the Z-axis in 

the positive direction (bending 

element) 

(c) Rotation about the Y-axis in 

the positive direction (bending 

element) 

(d) Rotation about the X-axis in 

the positive direction (twisting 

element) 

   
(e) Rotation about the Z-axis in 

the negative direction (bending 

element) 

(f) Rotation about the Y-axis in 

the negative direction (bending 

element) 

(g) Rotation about the X-axis in 

the negative direction (twisting 

element) 

Figure 4: Actuator options for the kinematic elements, which form the building blocks of the self-tying 253 
knot mechanism. 254 

For the bending element, all motion occurs within 𝑥𝑦-plane. Therefore, we can treat the material 255 

distribution problem as a two-dimensional problem and extrude the solution along the 𝑧-axis to 256 
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obtain the full three-dimensional material distribution.  Figure 5 shows the geometry and 257 
boundary conditions for the two-dimensional design domain used for the bending elements.  This 258 

figure also shows the interpolated and extruded material distribution, which form the basis of the 259 
3D CAD model that was ultimately fabricated using 3D printing.  During the interpolation 260 

process, we begin with the material distribution field, represented by the variable 𝜌, which is 261 
piecewise constant within each finite element.  This data is then interpolated to extract the 262 
precise location of the material interface to obtain a high-resolution representation of the internal 263 

material distribution.  In this context, the material interface is selected as the contour or 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑡 264 

corresponding to 𝜌 = 0.5.  Note that due to the nature of the polymer cross-linking across the 265 

material interface, we assume ideal bonding at the material interface, and therefore there is no 266 

need to include a special model to account for interfacial effects [7]. 267 

 
(a) 

 

 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 5: Topology optimization of the bending element: (a) Geometry and boundary conditions of the 268 
design domain.  The design materials must be distributed within this rectangular domain.  Note also that 269 
the axial force, 𝐹, is applied only during the initial stage of the thermomechanical programming cycle. (b) 270 
Optimized material distribution in pixel form.  The blue region represents the active material and the 271 
yellow region represents the passive material.  The color bar indicates the value of the design variable ρ.  272 
Each pixel in the image represents a single element in the finite element mesh. (c) The interpolated 3D 273 
material distribution after extrusion in the 𝑧-axis.  Note that the interpolation process removes all 274 
intermediate density material appearing along the interface. 275 

The optimization problem statement for the bending element is given in Eqn. (2).  Note that we 276 

seek a material distribution, represented by the design variable, 𝜌, that will maximize the vertical 277 

displacement 𝑈𝑦
𝑁 at the designated node, 𝑁 (marked with a red dot in Fig. 5, at the end of the 278 

thermomechanical cycle (𝑡 = 𝑡∗), while constraining the optimizer to ensure that the total 279 

volume of active material 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑃1 does not exceed 70% of the total volume of the element.  We 280 

impose a limit on the volume of the active material because this material is less stiff than the 281 
passive material. Therefore, it is necessary to limit the amount of active material available to the 282 
optimizer in order to ensure that all kinematic units have the necessary axial stiffness and that all 283 
portions of the mechanism are stretched by a similar amount during the thermomechanical 284 
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programming cycle.  The specific choice of a 70% volume fraction was chosen as a tradeoff 285 
between achieving a stiff design and a design that could produce large displacements, since the 286 

active material is what drives the morphing behavior.  287 

maximize
𝜌

  𝑈𝑦
𝑁|𝑡=𝑡∗ 

(2) 
subject to 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑃1 ≤ 0.7, 0 ≤ 𝜌 ≤ 1 

Figure 6 shows the geometry and boundary conditions for the design of the twisting element.  288 
This figure also contains the optimized material distribution generated by the algorithm, along 289 
with the interpolated material distribution within the 3D CAD model.  Note that due to the high 290 
computational cost of the three-dimensional transient thermoelastic finite element analysis and 291 

the accompanying sensitivity analysis, we use a relatively coarse mesh for the initial topology 292 

optimization, however after the interpolation process, we obtain a sufficiently smooth material 293 

interface. 294 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 6: Topology optimization of the twisting element: (a) Geometry and boundary conditions of the 295 
design domain. (b) Optimized material distribution in pixel form. The black region represents the active 296 
material and the white region represents the passive material. (c) The interpolated 3D material 297 
distribution. 298 

Equation (3) shows the optimization problem statement for the design of the twisting element.  299 

Note that we seek to minimize the deflection of node 2 (the lower red dot in Fig. 6(a)) in the 𝑧 300 

direction, thereby pushing this node inward.  At the same time we constrain the 𝑧 deflection of 301 
node 1 to be a positive number.  These two displacements combine to create a twisting motion at 302 
the free face of the element. 303 
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minimize
𝜌

  𝑈𝑧
2|𝑡=𝑡∗  

(3) subject to 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑃1 ≤ 0.7, 0 ≤ 𝜌 ≤ 1 

 
𝑈𝑧

1|𝑡=𝑡∗ > 0.8(𝑈𝑧
1)𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 

 

The two-dimensional topology optimization of the bending element as well as the 3D topology 304 
optimization of the twisting element is implemented in C++, with the PETSc library used for 305 
parallelization.  Both sets of code are published in a public repository. 306 

Experimental Measurement and Characterization 307 

The bending and twisting structures are fabricated using the Stratasys Objet260 Connex 3D 308 

printer. The printer produces a wide range of digital materials by mixing two base materials: a 309 

stiff polymer VeroWhite Plus and a soft rubber-like elastomer TangoBlack Plus [7]. All the 310 
digital materials exhibit shape-memory behavior and each of the digital materials has a unique 311 

glass-transition temperature (𝑇𝑔). We printed a subset of the available digital materials and 312 

experimentally determined their glass-transition temperatures. Finally, two digital materials, 313 
RGD8530 and FLX9895, were selected as the design materials for the bending and twisting 314 

structures.  These materials were chosen because they have clearly distinct glass transition 315 
temperatures, allowing us to activate targeted sections of the mechanism using a uniform 316 
temperature field.    317 

The bending and twisting structures were built with dimensions of 1 × 0.2 × 0.2 cm so that their 318 
aspect ratios of 5:1:1 matched the designs obtained computationally. The scale of these unit 319 

structures was decided based on the desired size of the knot mechanism, the size of the 3D 320 

printer’s build envelope, and the estimated number of elements within the final sequence.  321 
Representative structures with these particular dimensions were fabricated and subjected to the 322 
thermomechanical programming cycle, as shown in Figure 7, to determine their displacement 323 

response. The equipment used to characterize the displacement kinematics is described below.  324 

1. Temperature-controlled water bath: This is used to apply a uniform temperature field 325 

to the shape-memory polymer samples over an extended period of time. 326 
2. Tensile device: A global uniaxial strain is applied to the SMP samples during the 327 

deformation step of the thermomechanical programming cycle using an adjustable tensile 328 
device. The tensile device connects to two loops attached to either end of the morphing 329 

mechanism.  The loops are made of VeroWhite, a stiff polymer with a high transition 330 
temperature.  This material choice ensures that the connecting loop remains relatively 331 
rigid during the stretching of the mechanism. 332 

3. Water tank and water circulator with temperature control: The stretched SMP 333 
structures are placed inside a temperature-regulated water tank and maintained at a fixed 334 
temperature using a water circulator during the reheating step for their motion activation.   335 Acc
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 336 

Figure 7: The thermomechanical programming cycle used for the experimental case studies. 𝑇𝐻 and 𝑇𝐿 337 
represent the highest and lowest temperatures of the cycle. The values 𝑇𝑔

𝑝
 and 𝑇𝑔

𝑎 represent the glass-338 

transition temperatures of the active and passive SMP materials, respectively. 339 

The thermomechanical programming cycle consists of three steps: cooling with deformation 340 

(𝐶 + 𝐷) of the specimen, relaxation (𝑅), and reheating (𝐻) of the specimen to obtain the desired 341 

shape change.   The procedure is illustrated graphically in Fig. 7.  Prior to starting the cycle, we 342 

heat the mechanism up to a temperature TH, that is above the glass transition temperatures of 343 

both the active and passive SMP materials so that the entire specimen is in the rubbery phase.  344 
We then begin the programming cycle by applying a tensile load to stretch the specimen while 345 
cooling it to a temperature TL that is below the glass transition temperatures of both the active 346 

and passive materials.  This cooling and stretching step lasts 20 minutes, during which both 347 
materials transition to their glassy phase.  Next, during the relaxation step we release the applied 348 

forces while maintaining the specimen at its low temperate TL for an additional 20 minutes.  349 
During this step, the internal stresses in the material reduce the zero, however the material retains 350 
its stretched shape due to the strain fixity property of the shape memory polymers.  In the third 351 
and final stage of the cycle, we raise the temperature to 34 degrees Celsius, which is the glass 352 

transition temperature of the active material.  In this way, only the active material transitions 353 
back to the rubbery phase and therefore seeks to return to its original undeformed shape.  The 354 
resulting disparity in strain between the two material regions causes the mechanism to exhibit the 355 

targeted shape change. 356 

To measure the deflection angle of the bending element, a chain of 10 bending elements was 3D 357 
printed and the combined structure was subjected to the full thermomechanical programming 358 
cycle. The bending angle for a single element was determined by evaluating the bending angle of 359 

the combined structure and dividing by the number of elements.  The bending angle was 360 
obtained by analysis of the digital image of the activated structure shown in Fig. 8(b).  By taking 361 
this averaged measurement, we sought to reduce the impact of outliers and manufacturing 362 
defects. Similarly, the rotation angles for individual torsional specimens were calculated by 363 
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subjecting a sequence of three torsional elements to the full thermomechanical programming 364 
cycle and calculating the average rotation angle. 365 

  
(a) Twist angle illustration (b) Bending angle illustration 

  
(c) Activated series torsional elements (c) Activated series bending elements 

Figure 8: Experimental determination of the twist and bending angles of the kinematic elements. 366 

For all kinematic elements, the rotation angle of the activated element is proportional to the 367 
strain applied during the thermomechanical programming cycle.  For the twisting elements, the 368 

test samples were stretched to a strain of 12%, which produced a twist angle of 4° per element as 369 

shown in Fig. 8(a). For the bending elements, eight different samples were tested with strains 370 

ranging between 9% and 16%.  These results were then interpolated to obtain the expected 371 

bending angle for a strain of 13%, which was the applied strain of the self-tying knot during 372 

thermomechanical programming.  This interpolation produced a bending angle of 25° for each 373 

individual bending element.  These results (4° and 25°) were then used as the respective 374 

activation angles for the twisting and bending elements in the forward kinematic simulation 375 
described in the following section. Note that the finite element model predicted angular 376 

displacements of 3.5° and 33° for the torsional and bending elements respectively.  This 377 
corresponds to an error of 12.5% for the torsional element and 32.0% for the bending element.  378 
The large discrepancy observed in the displacement for the bending beam is primarily due to the 379 
assumption of small strains in the finite element model.  However, this error is mitigated by the 380 
fact that only the experimentally obtained displacements are used in the final kinematics model. 381 

It should be noted that the experimental measurements also contain some inevitable error and 382 
variability.  In order to maintain the repeatability of the measurements, we must not only 383 
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maintain a consistent protocol in the temperatures and durations of the various stages of the 384 
thermomechanical programming cycle.  We must also control the process parameters of the 3D 385 

printing process.  This includes things like ensuring that the intensity of the UV light used to cure 386 
the polymers is kept constant across print jobs in order to maintain a consistent cross-linking 387 
density. 388 

Mechanism Synthesis 389 

The displacement and orientation of the tip of the knot is evaluated computationally using a 390 

forward kinematics model.  The rotation angle of the bending and twisting elements used in the 391 
model are based on the experimentally measured rotation angles discussed above. An ideal knot 392 
shape is used as a target design to guide the algorithm. The path of the ideal knot is given by the 393 
parametric equation shown below. 394 

 395 

𝑥 = 11.47(sin(𝑡) + 2 sin(2𝑡)) 

𝑦 = 11.47(cos(𝑡) − 2 cos(2𝑡)) 

𝑧 = 4.13(− sin(3𝑡)) 

(4) 

Note that the parameter 𝑡 ranges from −3𝜋/4 to 3𝜋/4. The values of the coefficients in Eqn. 4 396 

were selected so that the target knot size would remain within the volume of the 3D printer’s 397 
maximum build envelope.  The forward kinematics model is combined with a genetic algorithm 398 
to arrange the twisting and bending elements in an optimal sequence so that the end shape of the 399 

trial knot resembles the shape of the ideal knot as closely as possible.  When joining the 400 
kinematic elements end to end, we assume that the end faces remain planar and orthogonal to the 401 
axis of the element.  This assumption is justified by the relatively small angular deflections 402 

observed in the experiments and is supported by beam theory.  Consequently, we assume the 403 
elements can be joined seamlessly with no residual stresses caused by incompatible strains at the 404 

interface. 405 

Note that because the knot is symmetric, we design only the half-knot, and reflect this solution 406 

about the root (base) of the knot to obtain the full knot path. The objective function for the 407 
optimizer consists of two terms as shown below: 408 

𝑦 = 𝐶0𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 + 𝐶1𝑄𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (5) 

where 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 represents the error between the Cartesian coordinates {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧} of the trial knot and 409 
the ideal knot at designated anchor points.  In this study, the anchor points are chosen as the 410 

midpoint of the half-knot and the tip of the half-knot.  The second term in Eqn. 5, 𝑄𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟, 411 

represents the error in the orientation of the two knots at the tip. 412 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = √𝑡1 + 𝑡2 

𝑡1 = (𝑥𝑡0 − 𝑥𝑡)2 + (𝑦𝑡0 − 𝑦𝑡)2 + (𝑧𝑡0 − 𝑧𝑡)2 

𝑡2 = 𝑤𝑚((𝑥𝑚0 − 𝑥𝑚)2 + (𝑦𝑚0 − 𝑦𝑚)2 + (𝑧𝑚0 − 𝑧𝑚)2) 

𝑄𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = √(𝜙0 − 𝜙)2 − (𝜃0 − 𝜃)2 

(6) 
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The coefficients were set to 𝐶0 = 1.0 and 𝐶1 = 5.0 in order to appropriately scale the two error 413 

terms. The subscripts 𝑚 and 𝑡 refer to the midpoint and the tip of the knot respectively.  The 414 

subscript 0 refers to the coordinates of the ideal knot and the constant coefficient was set to 415 

𝑤𝑚  =  5.0 to assign a greater weight to the midpoint error, since errors at the midpoint will 416 

magnify errors at the tip of the knot. The angles 𝜙 and 𝜃 capture the orientation of the knot 417 
segment expressed in spherical coordinates. Note that for the 13-segment half-knot (12 elements 418 

plus one neutral element), the midpoint of the ideal knot was approximated using the {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧} 419 

coordinates evaluated at 𝑡 = (3𝜋/4)/(12/2 + 1). The forward kinematics algorithm loops over 420 

all the elements of the trial knot, evaluating the rotation matrices along each axis (𝑹𝑥, 𝑹𝑦 and 421 

𝑹𝑧) within a local reference frame as shown below: 422 

𝑹𝑥 = (
1 0 0

0 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

0 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

) (7) 

𝑹𝑦 = (
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 0 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

0 1 0

−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 0 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽
) (8) 

𝑹𝑧 = (
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 0

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 0

0 0 1

) (9) 

where 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾 are rotational angles undergone by a 3D body about the 𝑥-axis, 𝑦-axis and 𝑧-423 

axis respectively. The total rotation (𝑹𝑒) of the 3D element is computed from the rotation along 424 

each of the axes. This is then used to evaluate the global rotation of the full sequence (𝑹). 425 

𝑹𝑒 = 𝑹𝑥𝑹𝑦𝑹𝑧 = (
1 0 0
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
0 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

) (
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 0 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽

0 1 0
−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 0 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽

) (
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 0
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 0

0 0 1
) (10) 

For each element in the sequence, offset distances along each axis (𝛿𝑥 , 𝛿𝑦 and 𝛿𝑧) are calculated 426 

for the displaced kinematic element.  427 
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 428 

Figure 9: Offset distances shown on a single activated kinematic bending element. 429 

For a bending element, shown in Fig. 9, the offset distances are given below. 430 

𝛿𝑥 = 0.98𝐿 

𝛿𝑦 = 0.22𝐿 

𝛿𝑧 = 0 

(11) 

Here, L is the length of the element in the x-dimension prior to thermoelastic deformation.  The 431 
offset distances for the twisting element are given below. 432 

 433 

𝛿𝑥 = 𝐿 

𝛿𝑦 = 0 

𝛿𝑧 = 0 

(12) 

The offset distances are used to evaluate the global change in position vector (Δ𝑋) which is then 434 
used to calculate the position of the midpoint and tip of the full trial knot. The steps followed in 435 
the forward kinematics framework are shown in Algorithm 1 below. 436 

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for the forward kinematics analysis 

 𝑹 = 𝑒𝑦𝑒(3,3) /* initialize rotation matrix as the identity (i.e. no 
initial rotation) */ 

 𝑿 =  𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠(3,1) /* initialize the position vector */ 

 for 𝑖 ← 1,2, . . . . , 𝑁 do  
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  /*  loop over all the elements of the sequence */ 

  /*  Evaluate 𝑅𝑥, 𝑅𝑦 and 𝑅𝑧 given by Equation 7, 8 and 9 */ 

  /*  Form a vector with offset distances 𝛿𝑥, 𝛿𝑦 and 𝛿𝑧 using           

Equation 11 and 12 */ 

  

𝚫𝑿 = 𝑹 (

𝛿𝑥

𝛿𝑦

𝛿𝑧

) /* Evaluate change in position vector 𝚫𝑿 */ 

  𝑹𝑒  =  𝑹𝑧𝑹𝑦𝑹𝑥 /* Evaluate the total rotation based on the 
current element using Equation 10 */ 

  𝑹 ← 𝑹𝑹𝑒 /* Update the total rotation matrix 𝑹 */ 

  𝑿 ← 𝑿 + 𝚫𝑿 /* Update the position vector 𝑿 */ 

The forward kinematics algorithm is combined with MATLAB's genetic algorithm function 437 

“ga”. The forward kinematics module evaluates the objective function for each trial knot design, 438 
which is then fed into the optimizer. The optimization algorithm was initially allotted 10 439 
elements with which to construct the self-tying knot. If the optimization failed to generate a 440 
complete knot (where the tips penetrate the opposing loops on either side), then the number of 441 

elements was increased by one. In addition to requiring a complete knot, the algorithm also 442 
rejected any designs that caused collisions in which two segments of the knot would come into 443 
contact with one another at any point during the morphing process.  To detect potential collisions 444 

the morphing motion was decomposed into 25 increments, and the Euclidean distances between 445 
all node pairings were evaluated at each increment.  446 

Results & Discussion 447 

The minimum number of elements with which the algorithm successfully produced a complete 448 
self-tying knot design with no collisions was 13.  The optimized sequence for the half-knot is 449 

given in Fig. 10.  In the figure, the identifiers 𝑎 − 𝑔 correspond to the letters of the seven 450 

kinematic element options shown in Fig. 4. 451 

 452 

Figure 10: Offset distances shown on a single activated kinematic bending element. 453 

As indicated in Fig. 10, the two halves of the designed knot are 3D printed together and they 454 
share a single connecting loop on both ends, for simultaneous thermomechanical programming.  455 
After stretching and relaxation, the connecting loops are removed with scissors and the two 456 

halves of the knot are mounted on a specialized stand prior to being placed in the heated water 457 
tank for final activation. The stand contains a two-sided flexible elastomer socket, and the two 458 

half-knots are slid into either side of the of the socket at End 1 as indicated in Fig. 11. 459 
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 460 

Figure 11: CAD model of the mounting apparatus used to hold the mechanism in place during activation 461 
(note that this image shows only the back half of the stand so that its cross-section is visible). 462 

The activated self-tying knot shape is compared with the ideal knot shown in Fig. 12. The blue 463 
design represents the ideal knot generated mathematically, superimposed on the computationally 464 

generated self-tying knot shape, shown in green. 465 

  
Figure 12: Comparison of the converged self-tying knot shape (green) with the mathematically generated 466 
ideal knot shape (blue). 467 

Note that the geometry shown in Fig. 12 does not account for the effects of gravity.  While the 468 
mechanism remains submerged in the water bath, the gravitational force is counteracted by the 469 
buoyant forces applied by the water and therefore we observe minimal sagging of the knot 470 

mechanism.  Consequently, the photos of the submerged 3D printed knot (Fig. 14(b)) show good 471 
agreement with the forward kinematic simulation represented by Fig. 12.  However, once the 472 
knot is removed from the water, gravitational effects become more apparent and the knot sags, as 473 
shown in Fig. 14(a).  Figure 13 shows a computational simulation of the deformation of the 474 

activated knot mechanism when subject to gravity with no counteracting buoyant force.  The 475 
simulation was performed using the commercial software package ANSYS with 13 space frame 476 
elements (one for each element in the forward kinematics model). Each element was assumed to 477 
be linearly elastic with 12 degrees of freedom per element. The shape of the deflected knot 478 
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mechanism as determined by the simulation shows good agreement with the experimental results 479 
shown in Fig. 14(a). 480 

The disparity between the target shape and the observed shape of the 3D printed knot has several 481 
contributing factors.  The image-based measurement of the angular displacements of the 3D 482 
printed kinematic elements has some inherent error, which accumulates as the number of 483 
elements in the sequence increases.  Additionally, the genetic algorithm used to determine the 484 
optimal sequence of elements has a limited number of degrees of freedom with which to 485 

approximate the target shape.  Therefore it is necessary to select the number of kinematic 486 
elements that will offer an acceptable tradeoff between the accuracy of the knot shape predicted 487 
by the kinematic model, and the precision of the genetic algorithm. 488 

 489 

Figure 13: The activated self-tying knot with elastic deflection due to gravity (red) shown with the 490 
original undeflected knot (green). 491 

Figure 14 shows the final shape of the actual 3D printed self-tying knot mechanism, along with a 492 

series of time-lapsed photos of the mechanism to illustrate the full range of motion.   493 

 494 
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Conclusions 495 

The proposed design framework combines several novel features that enable unique 496 

functionality.  Whereas a single-step approach could potentially lead to a computationally 497 
intractable optimization problem due to the high dimensionality of the design space, our 498 
hierarchical approach allows for efficient exploration of the vast design space, which provides 499 

for enhanced programmability.  The resulting mechanisms can therefore generate complex 500 
motion, all of which is systematically encoded into the material distribution.  This capability is 501 
also enabled by our hybrid approach, in which experimental measurement is embedded into the 502 
computational design framework. Secondly, by replacing electromechanical components with 503 
material-based actuation, we make the mechanisms more lightweight, more robust to failure, and 504 
readily manufacturable via 3D printing.  Furthermore, these material-based mechanisms are 505 
highly miniaturizable. This could facilitate the creation of micro- and nanorobots, which are 506 
particularly useful for in vivo biomedical applications such as targeted drug delivery [25].  507 

Lastly, the lack of a central processor means that both sensing and actuation occur locally, 508 
allowing for rapid response to environmental changes.  Future work will expand the proposed 509 
method beyond chain-like mechanisms to include 2D and 3D arrays of unit structures. 510 

In their 2012 book Fabricated, Kurman and Lipson [26] speculate that 3D printing will 511 

revolutionize the way we procure everyday household items such as toothbrushes, which can 512 
now be printed at home on demand.  Advances in 4D printing may take this a step further by 513 
allowing consumers to 3D print previously unseen items such as self-tying shoelaces and combs 514 
with adaptive bristle density.  Advances like the ones presented in this study could make possible 515 

Figure 14: The final 3D printed self-tying knot mechanism; (a) The end shape of the self-tying knot 

shown from different viewing angles; (b) Time lapsed photos of the self-tying knot during the 

activation phase when the knot is submerged in a heated water bath.  The images are separated by 

three-second intervals, with the full motion occurring over 24 seconds. Note that in (a) the mechanism 

has been removed from the water and is no longer subject to buoyancy forces, therefore its shape sags 

due to gravity. 
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an entirely new class of technologies that rely on programmable material-based robotic systems.  516 
More importantly, this capability could provide a key ingredient necessary for realizing 517 

aspirational life-saving technologies such as artery-clearing microrobots, self-tying sutures, and 518 
many other disruptive technologies that today seem unimaginable. 519 

Data Availability 520 

All computer code used to generate the results of this study is publicly available via the 521 
following online repository: https://github.com/bhttchr6/STK_codes 522 
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